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Introduction
In recent decades, conflicts between 'ethnic' communities, i.e. groups divided along non-class identity dimensions such as race, language, and, in particular, religion, have attained increasing salience in many countries. In response to this, a large analytical and empirical literature has developed in political science and political economics that seeks to explicate various aspects of this phenomenon.
This literature however largely focuses on the internal drivers of ethnic conflict within a society. 1 What has received much less attention is how 'foreign', or extra-territorial, influences affect and condition such conflict. 2 The purpose of this paper is to shed analytical light on this neglected issue.
The same, or closely related, rival ethnic groups are often spread over multiple countries. In these cases, the balance of power between two antagonistic groups within a territory is often likely to 'spill-over' into another territory; i.e., to impact inter-group conflict in the latter. The spill-over effect of Shia-Sunni conflict in Iraq on Syria and Lebanon, and vice versa, in the context of the recent rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, is a well-documented example, as is the spill-over effect of the war in Afghanistan on Pakistan. Hindu-Muslim conflicts in India and
Bangladesh show similar spill-overs. Given extra-territorial solidarity or identity of interest on the part of antagonistic domestic groups, the balance of power between them may be expected to be reflected in the 'foreign policy bias' of a country (say 1), as partisan financial, military, logistical, organisational and propaganda support to favoured groups in another country (say 2), both official and private. Greater external support is likely to find practical reflection in greater cross-border access to safe houses, sanctuaries, strategically important roads, mountains, pre-existing stocks of military hardware (especially aircraft, tanks and heavy artillery) that cannot be easily acquired from market 1 Bakshi and Dasgupta (2015) , Caselli and Coleman (2013) , Dasgupta and Kanbur (2007, 2005b) , and Ray (2011, 2008) are recent theoretical contributions in economics. Easterly (2001) examines the role of institutions in ethnic conflict. Hoeffler (2012) surveys the literature on civil wars. Davidson (2008) , Varshney (2008 , 2002 ), van Klinken (2007 and Wilkinson (2005) are recent studies in political science on ethnic riots.
purchase in the short run, military and political trainers, cross-border bases and training camps, diplomatic, media and propaganda support, international lobbying, etc. These diverse forms of external support from 1 to the group (say A) favoured by 1 in 2 can be viewed as complementary to A's own mobilization of resources for conflict with other groups in 2: they augment the efficiency of such mobilization and thereby affect the conflict outcome in 2. By the same token, however, the latter in turn impacts on group conflict in 1. Thus, group conflicts are mutually determined in the presence of cross-territorial identification among contending groups. 3 Furthermore, since components of individual groups have conflicting as well as common interests, such mutual conditioning would involve the determination of intra-group conflict within the broader contending formations as well.
The following questions then suggest themselves. First, how does an increase in the ability, of the balance of power within one country to affect group conflict in another (i.e. in the strength of cross-border spill-overs), affect conflict and inter-group distribution in either country? Since economic growth, greater commodity, capital and labour market integration, more extensive and porous common borders, all can be expected to expand such ability, the answer sheds light on the connection between economic growth, market openness and domestic conflict. Second, how do changes in demographic and economic fundamentals of a country, such as population size, population distribution between contending groups, their relative labour productivity and the strength of property rights protection, affect conflict in another country? The answers provide important insights into the workings of external drivers of domestic conflict. This paper seeks to address these questions.
The revival of ethnic (especially religious) identities in recent decades, and the increasing salience of mass political conflict, both among rival ethnic identities and between religious and secular identities, over extra-economic aspects of life, lead us to focus on inter-group conflict over items of group-wide non-excludable benefit ('culture/religion') rather than private consumption ('income'). Building on Dasgupta and Kanbur (2011 , 2005a , we visualize identity groups within a territory as held together by the common consumption of certain forms of group-specific public goods, which do not yield monetary benefits, but are intrinsically valuable. In accord with Ray (2011, 2008) , we model such collective consumption as generating conflict between groups. A group finds its collective identity in religious shrines, monuments to its heroes, memory rituals of past victories and defeats, the naming of parks, streets, bridges, towns and universities after Societies with sharp ethnic divides also exhibit locational segregation: neighbourhoods are divided along ethnic lines, enterprises feature ethnic homogeneity in employee recruitment, and specific ethnic groups often cluster in particular occupations and market segments. Albeit to a lesser extent, this also holds for the secular-theocratic identity divide: secularizing or anti-clerical identities are often more concentrated in cities, while religious or theocratic identities are more firmly rooted in the rural areas. Consequently, decentralized distributive conflicts within an identity group over expropriation of divisible consumption ('income') often acquire a greater immediacy and salience, compared to such conflicts across groups. 5 We abstract from the latter to focus on the former.
We model mutual determination of simultaneous inter and within group conflict in two territories (societies) connected by cross-territorial spill-overs. Within each territory, two groups contest one another, in Tullock (1980) Within each territory, all members (equivalently, factions) of each group also engage in Tullock contestation over the division of total group resources available for rival consumption (group 'income'). Each member of society is endowed with one unit of effort, which she allocates among inter-group conflict, within group contestation, and productive (i.e. income-generating) activity. Each group in a territory has an affiliate in the other territory, interpreted alternatively as ethnic kin, or opponent of a common ethnic enemy. Success in inter-group conflict within a territory depends on both internal effort mobilization and external support. The extent to which a given amount of inter-group conflict effort by a group (say A) in a territory gets translated into conflict success (share) depends positively on the success (share) of A's affiliate in the other territory. Thus, (i) domestic balance of power between groups within a territory gets reflected in differential support to external groups from this territory (its 'foreign policy bias'), and (ii) external support complements domestic mobilization in inter-group conflict within a territory. All resource allocation, in either territory, happens simultaneously, so that conflict, production and distribution in the two territories are mutually determined.
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We find that inter-group and total conflict move together within a territory, while withingroup conflict and social output move in the opposite direction. Suppose a group, B, has a cost disadvantage in territory 2, which is at least proportionately compensated by a cost advantage for B's affiliate in territory 1. Suppose further that B is the dominated (less successful) party in the intergroup conflict in 2, though its affiliate is dominant in 1. Then, a unilateral increase in the ability of the inter-group balance of power in either territory to influence conflict in the other territory, i.e., in its 'spill-over elasticity' (say, due to faster economic growth in the former, or because of a unilateral and live French." The party's MP and rising star Marion Maréchal-Le Pen claimed Muslims could not be French unless they "yield to the manners and our way of life" inherited from France's Christian traditions. (Chrisafis, 2015) . A precedent is French policy in colonial Algeria, administered as an integral part of France. The decree of 1865 by Napoleon III made full French citizenship for Algerian Muslims contingent on their acceptance of the complete jurisdiction of the French legal code, including laws affecting marriage and inheritance, and rejection of the authority of the religious courts. Over the next century, fewer than 3,000 Algerian Muslims took up French citizenship. See Brett (1988) for a discussion.
7 Contests over public goods were introduced by Katz et al. (1990) .
8 Recent contributions on simultaneous between and within group contests are Choi et al. (2015) , Dasgupta (2009) and Munster (2007) . These model conflicts solely over private goods, and cannot therefore address the non-pecuniary identity conflicts that we highlight. Furthermore, they feature a single site of inter-group conflict. In contrast to the literature on conflict in multiple battlefields (see Kovenock and Roberson (2012) for a recent survey), the same agents do not confront one another in multiple battlefields (territories) in our model. Our agents do not maximize any aggregation of the pay-offs in the two territories. They only maximize their pay-offs generated in their own territory: the consequent outcome in one affects that in the other as a parametric change in the conflict environment. This captures the idea that while identity groups may feel tied to affiliates across borders because of certain shared features, cross-border differences in other features are sufficiently salient to preclude coordination to the extent that merits modelling in terms of a common aggregative group objective function across borders. Instead, we pursue the idea that decentralized groups pursue their objectives within their own territory, but greater success in doing so by a group advantages its cross-border affiliate. Partisan cross-border impact, and success in domestic inter-group conflict, are thus joint products in our model. relaxation of import restrictions, restrictions on private aid and capital flows and immigration controls in the latter) reduces both external and total conflict in the former territory but 'exports' them to (increases them in) the latter. Thus, greater unilateral economic integration by a country with another country may increase conflict and reduce output in the integrating country. Greater spill-over from a territory benefits both the dominant group in that territory, and its affiliate in the other. An equiproportionate increase in spill-over elasticities (say, due to similar economic growth in the two territories, or an expansion in bilateral trade and labour market integration), intuitively interpreted as greater bilateral economic integration, affects group conflict in a non-monotone fashion within each territory. This initially increases group conflict in both territories; at intermediate levels it moves conflict in opposite directions across territories; at already high levels of integration it reduces conflict in both territories. It may affect the welfare of a group and its affiliate in opposite ways.
We also investigate how changes in demographic and economic fundamentals within a territory affect conflict in another territory, explicitly incorporating a majority-minority divide. We assume that a group constitutes the minority in a territory if and only if its affiliate is the minority in the other territory. We find that population increase in a territory that does not reduce the minority's share, an enlargement of the minority that does not reduce total population, weaker property rights protection across groups, and an increase in the relative labour productivity of the majority, all increase both inter-group and aggregate conflict in the other territory, when the minority is dominated in both territories. However, when the minority dominates in one, but is dominated in another, such changes in one territory may increase or decrease inter-group and aggregate conflict in the other territory, depending on which territory the changes occur in. These changes nonetheless always make the minority in the other territory better off, while making the majority therein worse off. Community neutral growth in labour productivity within a territory reduces both inter-group and aggregate conflict, but increases intra-group conflict and output within both groups in that territory.
Section 2 sets up the model, in the context of a single territory. Section 3 embeds crossterritorial spill-overs and examines how changes therein affect conflict and distribution. Section 4 discusses the impact of changes, in demographic and economic variables within a territory, on conflict and distribution in the other territory. Section 5 illustrates some possible applications of our findings and offers concluding comments. Detailed proofs of propositions are relegated to an appendix.
The model
Consider a scenario where two identity communities, A and B, are spread across two territorial-cum political units (say, two countries or two provinces of the same country), 1 and 2. Cross-territorial identification within each community obtains due to the shared possession of some identity marker (religion, race, caste or language): territorial fragments of a community ('groups') affiliate with one another in this sense. For example, A and B may refer to different religions, so that membership of community ∈ , is defined by the common experience of practising religion irrespective of location: group g in 1 and group g in 2 are affiliates. 9 Given any ∈ , , we shall denote the other community by -g; given any territory ∈ 1,2 , we shall denote the other territory by -j. Thus, there are four groups, each defined formally by its combination of community identity and location; i.e., by a pair 〈 , 〉 ∈ ≡ , 1,2 . Within each territory, the two constituent identity groups simultaneously engage in 'external', or inter-group, conflict over the sharing of some group-specific public good, whose benefits are non-excludable within a group, but mutually exclusive across groups, and 'internal' conflict over the sharing of excludable resources ('income') among group members.
Furthermore, such conflict processes operate simultaneously in the two territories. The outcome of the external conflict within each territory influences, and is influenced by, the outcome of the external conflict in the other territory: conflict thus has cross-territory spill-over effects.
We first model the conflict process within each territory in isolation, postponing the discussion of cross-territory spill-overs to Section 3. In each territory ∈ 1,2 , there are individuals (or, equivalently, factions) partitioned into the two communities, A and B, of size , , respectively. Each individual (or faction) is endowed with one unit of effort. Individual ∈ 1,2, … , in group 〈 , 〉 chooses productive effort , , intra-group conflict effort , , and intergroup conflict effort , , subject to the non-negativity constraints 1 . Total intra-group conflict effort for group 〈 , 〉 is ≡ ∑ , , while total inter-group conflict effort allocated by that group is ≡ ∑ , .
There exists one unit of some composite group-specific public good in each territory, whose division is contested over by the two groups in that territory, with 〈 , 〉 getting the share ; 1.
As discussed in Section 1, the public good may intuitively be interpreted as the composite of extraeconomic behavioural rules and items of reverence, including norms of extra-territorial identification and solidarity, enforced on the entire society. A higher share for a group implies that the society as a whole is forced to adopt or correspond to that group's values and norms to a greater extent. The valuation of the group-specific public good by members of 〈 , 〉 is . Thus, the monetary equivalent of the benefit to each individual member of 〈 , 〉 from the group as a whole receiving the share of the public good is . Recall that we wish to model a situation of residential and economic segregation, where different groups are concentrated in different areas (regions, districts or ethnic neighbourhoods). Accordingly, we assume that group 〈 , 〉 is endowed with some immovable and indivisible productive asset (intuitively identified with stock of human capital, infrastructure including transport and communication network, coastline, climate or land productivity); this asset is complementary to labour. For an individual member, , of group 〈 , 〉, output is thus given by:
, 1 , , .
9 As discussed in Section 1, A and B may also refer to secularizing/anti-clerical and theocratic political tendencies within the same religious community spread over two territories.
Group output is given by the sum of individual outputs:
An individual member of the group can costlessly retain 1 ∈ 0,1 proportion of her output.
The consequent pool of expropriable income/output, , is divided among the group members as the outcome of a process of decentralized intra-community distributive conflict, defined by the standard (Tullock, 1980) contest success function. The parameter thus measures the extent to which individual property rights are protected within the group: a higher value of this parameter implies weaker protection of private property rights. This formulation permits the possibility that different groups protect private property rights of group members differentially. One group may provide stronger protection because its internal governance institutions (broadly interpreted to include the church, caste/clan/village councils etc.) are better at instilling property-preserving social norms within the group and/or censuring infringements. Thus, the net income of an individual in 〈 , 〉 is:
A group member's aggregate utility, or pay-off, is given by:
The outcome of the inter-group contest over sharing of the group-specific public good is defined by a Tullock contest success function, so that group 〈 , 〉 gets the fraction:
where 0 is a parameter measuring the relative efficiency of B's conflict effort in inter-community conflict in territory j. All individuals in both territories simultaneously choose their inter and intracommunity conflict effort allocations to maximize their utility function (3), subject to (1), (2), (4) Suppose an interior equilibrium exists. Then, dropping the territory subscript j for notational simplicity, the FOCs yield:
Summing over all members of g in the territory, we get, from (5):
. (7) Hence, .
Equation (5) implies equilibrium intra-community conflict allocation must be identical for all members; i.e., , and that (since 1) for any 0. Furthermore, from (4), .
Together, (6) and (9) yield:
. (10) Re-introducing the territory sub-script j to pre-empt confusion, define
Since 2, is declining in the weakness of property rights protection . It is declining in group population as well. This variable is the opportunity cost of external conflict effort expressed in units of the public good: the numerator is the income loss from shifting a unit of labour from production to external conflict, while the denominator is the monetary value of the public good.
From (10)-(11), continuing to suppress the territory subscript j for notational ease, we have:
By (12), external conflict effort is inversely proportional to its opportunity cost, so that relative external conflict effort is simply the inverse of the relative opportunity cost of external conflict effort.
Hence, using (10)- (12), resource wastage due to inter-community conflict in a territory is given by:
Thus, 0. By (13), the maximum value of is given by:
Using (8), total conflict allocation (resource wastage) in a territory by a group is:
Assumption 1. For all ∈ 1,2 , and for all ∈ , , .
Given any , Assumption 1 must necessarily hold if is sufficiently high (recall (11)), i.e., if the external conflict benefit-normalized labour productivity is sufficiently high. Assumption 1 is sufficient to ensure that the assumption of an interior solution to the individual's maximization problem neither violates the non-negativity constraints on effort allocation, nor the individual's budget constraint. More formally, recalling (8), (13), (14) and (15) Using (8) and (13), we get the resource wastage due to intra-group conflict within a territory:
Furthermore, using (4) and (12), we have the equilibrium shares in a territory:
In light of Lemma 1, we then immediately have the following. By Proposition 1, the external conflict effort of either community in a territory (and hence aggregate external conflict in that territory) increases with the relative (external) conflict efficiency of B in that territory, , till the latter reaches the relative opportunity cost of external conflict for B, and declines subsequently. Internal conflict behaves in the opposite fashion: the mirror image of external conflict.
Nonetheless, total conflict effort by a community within a territory (and thus, overall conflict) follows the pattern of external conflict therein. Hence, output follows the pattern of internal conflict.
In light of Proposition 1, using (2)- (4), (13), (16) and (17), group pay-offs are given by: 
Noting (18) and (19) Proof. See the Appendix.
By Corollary 1, the share of the public good received by A in a territory always declines with an increase in the relative conflict efficiency of B in that territory. Recall that, by Proposition 1(ii), A's output increases as the latter increases beyond , . In this range, the first (share) effect reduces A's pay-off, while the second (output) effect increases it. Corollary 1 implies that the share effect necessarily dominates. Conversely, for B, the two effects move in opposite directions when the relative conflict efficiency of B increases over 0, , , with the share effect dominating.
Remark 1.
While group contribution to inter-group conflict and individual allocation to intra-group conflict are both determinate in our model, individual contributions to inter-group conflict are indeterminate. The model permits some members of a group to contribute less than others to inter-group conflict, and therefore have greater income, since all group members allocate identical effort to intra-group conflict. Hence, it generates income (and welfare) inequality within a group as an equilibrium outcome, though all group members are endowed with identical amounts of equally productive effort, with the poorer members of the group exhibiting greater engagement in conflict against the other group. Of course, a symmetric equilibrium exists as well, with its associated absence of within-group inequality. Notice that the model rules out a positive association between individual income and extent of participation in conflict against the other group as an equilibrium outcome.
Remark 2. From (8), (11), (13) and (15), internal conflict within a group increases as its labour productivity rises, though external conflict effort, and aggregate conflict effort, both fall, so that group output rises. The positive aggregate output effect, by increasing returns from intragroup expropriatory activities, more than counteracts the production-incentivizing effect of an increase in labour productivity, so that effort wastage on intra-group expropriation expands overall.
The same holds for a community-neutral, i.e. equi-proportionate, increase in labour productivity. A community-neutral increase in labour productivity increases the welfare of both communities.
Cross-territorial spill-over
We now proceed to embed the idea of cross-territorial spill-over in our model. The basic intuitive idea we formalize is that, as part of the overall public policy package (the composite public good) determined by group contestation over control of government decision-making, bias in the foreign policy of a country reflects the relative strength of the contending groups within. Such bias in foreign policy finds concrete articulation in practical measures to support foreign groups affiliated to the one dominant domestically in their inter-group conflict. External support in turn complements a group's own domestic inter-group conflict effort mobilization, thereby enhancing the efficiency of such effort.
Recall that, for ∈ 1,2}, , are the shares in territory j. Define the relative share, or relative success, ≡ , . From (17), we have the equilibrium condition:
Assumption 2. For all ∈ 1,2 , , , where ∈ 0,1 .
The parameter in Assumption 2 measures the extent to which dominance in domestic group conflict spills over into, i.e, gets reflected in, the effective bias of foreign policy: it is the elasticity of effective bias in foreign policy with respect to domestic group balance. When 0, the model reduces to the standard case of no spill-overs across territories and identical conflict efficiency ( 1). Intuitively, this may model the case where differences in identity markers across territories completely trump cross-territorial commonalities within each group, so that the groups (and hence, the state apparatus) maintain perfect neutrality with regard to conflicts elsewhere.
Alternatively, this can model the case where actions taken by the residents of one territory have a negligible impact on events in the other territory, because of material constraints such as geographic distance, nature of terrain or lack of resources. When 0, positive spill-overs exist: success in one territory acts as a force enhancer in another. To see this, suppose that , ≡ 1, so that B is the dominant (i.e., more successful) group in 2. Then, for all 0, , 1; furthermore, , is monotonically increasing in . Thus, greater success in territory 2 on part of the dominant group, B, magnifies the relative effectiveness or productivity of its affiliate's external conflict effort in territory 1, thereby translating into a higher share in the latter territory for any given deployment of external conflict effort inputs therein by the two parties. The higher the value of , the greater the effective reflection of domestic group balance of power in the foreign policy of territory 2, and thus the greater the extent of spill-overs from 2 to 1; hence the higher the relative productivity of external conflict effort deployed in 1 by the affiliate of the group which dominates in 2. ∈ , ]. The feature that the two groups are equally efficient in inter-group conflict sans spill-overs is for notational simplicity: it can be relaxed to capture cases where one group is inherently more efficient, say because of its traditional control over the military.
11 Arbatskaya and Mialon (2010) provide a formalization of this basic idea of multiple conflict inputs mapped (according to a Cobb-Douglas production function in their case) into an aggregate conflict effort variable.
We permit spill-overs to be asymmetric: need not be equal to . Territory 1 may be in a better position to influence group conflict in territory 2 than vice versa. This may reflect the greater responsiveness of foreign policy in 1 to a given domestic balance of ethnic power due to differences in domestic institutions. For example, this may obtain because foreign policy in 2 is determined to a greater extent by a self-replicating elite corps of professional soldiers and diplomats, with commensurately less intervention by politicians, or because 1 is an independent country while 2 is a small constituent province of a federal state, whose other constituents contain neither A nor B.
Alternatively, 1 may exhibit greater spill-over than 2 simply because of the strategic nature of its terrain. Greater physical distance or less extensive/porous common borders may be expected in general to proportionately reduce both and , while the richer territory may be expected to influence events in the poorer territory more effectively than the other way round, simply by virtue of its ability to deploy greater resources. By the same logic, across-the-board increase in wealth within both territories appears intuitively likely to increase spill-overs in both directions. Increase in the wealth of a territory, j, may be modelled by an equi-proportionate increase in the labour productivity parameters , . It is evident from (11) that such an increase leaves the relative conflict cost , unchanged. Hence, noting (21) below, it follows that, given the spill-over elasticities , , such a change in territory j has no effect on conflict in the other territory (-j). Thus, the spill-over effect of an equi-proportionate increase in labour productivity across communities within a territory, j, may be uniquely and parsimoniously modelled in terms of an increase in the spill-over elasticity .
Using (20) and Assumption 2, we have:
Together, (20)- (21) yield:
We shall assume that, on (geometric) average, B has an advantage in the opportunity cost of external conflict effort, and adopt the labelling convention that B's advantage in such opportunity cost is at least as high in territory 1 as in territory 2. We can now address the connection between spill-overs and intra-territory conflict. We first consider a unilateral increase in the ability of the inter-group balance of power in a territory to influence conflict in the other territory (say, due to faster economic growth in the former, or because of a unilateral relaxation of import restrictions, restrictions on private aid and capital flows and immigration controls in the latter). We show that such increase may permit a territory to 'export out' its own conflict, i.e., reduce conflict within, while increasing it in the other territory. Thus, greater unilateral economic integration by a country with another may increase conflict and reduce output in the integrating country. This hurts both the dominant group in the integrating territory, and its affiliate in the other. By Proposition 2(i), if one community, say B, has an external conflict cost advantage in at least one territory, and no disadvantage in either territory, then external conflict falls monotonically in both territories if either acquires greater ability to influence conflict in the other (i.e., as the effective foreign policy elasticity, or extent of spill-over, , increases for either). Total conflict falls as well in both territories, while internal conflict and output both rise. The dominant group B unambiguously benefits in both territories. Thus, in this case, stronger cross-territorial spill-over reduces conflict (thereby increasing output) overall, but increases inter-community inequality in both territories.
From (21), given Assumption 3, and given . Parts (ii)-(iii) of Proposition 2 consider the case where B has a cost disadvantage in territory 2, which is at least compensated by a cost advantage in 1 (recall Assumption 3). Suppose that territory 1's ability to influence conflict in 2 is relatively low, so that B is the dominated (less successful) party in the inter-communal conflict in 2, though it is the dominant party in 1. This obtains when is below the threshold ). Then an increase in the ability of the group balance of power in either territory to influence conflict in the other territory reduces both external and total conflict in the former but increases them in the latter. Thus, greater spill-over from a territory enhances inter-group peace (and thereby output) within, but aggravates inter-group conflict (and reduces output) outside, that territory.
Greater spill-over from a territory benefits the dominant community in that territory, in both territories. For example, greater spill-over from 2 benefits A in both territories. The threshold is higher, the lower the mean relative cost . Thus, the lower the cost advantage for B on average, the larger the interval for over which these claims hold. In the limit, when neither community has a cost advantage on average, but each has a cost advantage in one territory, exactly neutralized by its cost disadvantage in the other territory, they must hold for all ∈ 0,1 .
Note that, regardless of the extent of spill-over from 2 to 1 ( ), the group with a cost advantage overall, B, is always the dominant group in 1 (see part (iii) in the proof of Proposition 2).
By Proposition 2, when each community has a cost advantage in one territory, a simultaneous increase in conflict spill-over from both territories has contradictory effects. What is the net effect of such an increase? We now address this issue. We consider an equi-proportionate increase in conflict spill-overs, which increases their geometric mean but not their relative proportion, Intuitively, this may be expected to reflect lower geographic distance (or longer common borders) between the two territories, similar economic growth, or an expansion in bilateral trade and labour market integration.
We interpret it as capturing greater bilateral economic integration. We find that an equi-proportionate increase in spill-over elasticities affects group conflict in a non-monotone fashion within each territory. This initially increases group conflict in both territories; at intermediate levels it moves conflict in opposite directions across territories; at already high levels of integration it reduces conflict in both territories. It may affect the welfare of a group and its affiliate in opposite ways. Proof. See the Appendix.
By Proposition 3, inter-group conflict initially rises in both territories as our measure of bilateral integration, the mean spill-over elasticity , rises from 0 (intuitively, bilateral autarchy), till it reaches some threshold value; it falls in both territories as rises further, beyond some other threshold value.
In between, a rise in increases external conflict in one territory, but reduces it in the other. Total conflict behaves in the same fashion, while internal conflict and social output behave in the opposite fashion. Thus, in this intermediate case, greater bilateral integration has contradictory effects on conflict across territories. This is illustrated in Figure 1 below. In Figure 1 , the unbroken inverted-U shaped schedule on top shows how inter-group (and aggregate) conflict behaves in territory 1, while the broken schedule below shows the behavior of inter-group (or aggregate) conflict in 2. External and total conflict rise with the level of spill-over in both territories over the interval 0, * , while they fall in both territories in response to greater bilateral integration over the interval , 1 . Over the intermediate interval *
, , greater spill-over increases external and total conflict in territory 2
(where B has a cost disadvantage), but reduces them in territory 1 (where B has a cost advantage).
Insert Figure 1.
Greater bilateral integration unambiguously benefits B in the territory where it has a cost disadvantage (2), but may possibly (though not necessarily) hurt that community in the territory where it has a cost advantage (1). Greater bilateral integration initially benefits the cost disadvantaged group in both territories. Thus, A in 1 and B in 2 both achieve greater success in their respective inter-group conflicts and achieve welfare gains. This is associated with greater external (and total) conflict in both territories. Despite its gains, A always remains the dominated (lower share) group in 1. Beyond a threshold level ( * ), the identity of the beneficiary group gets reversed in 1. Further increases in bilateral integration come to benefit the cost advantaged (and dominant) group, B, in 1, while reducing inter-group (and aggregate) conflict in that territory. Such a reversal does not occur in 2.
Increases in bilateral integration continue to benefit the cost disadvantaged group, B, in 2. Eventually, spill-over effects from 1 come to outweigh B's cost disadvantage in 2, so that B becomes the dominant (higher share) group in the external conflict in 2. Further increases in bilateral integration increase B's dominance (share) even more, while also reducing inter-group conflict in 2. Thus, so long as B's cost disadvantage in 2 is reflected in B being less successful than A in the inter-group conflict in 2, a marginal increase in bilateral integration increases inter-group and aggregate conflict in that territory. This is depicted in Figure 2 . The unbroken U-shaped schedule illustrates the behavior of B's relative share in 1, while the broken U-shaped schedule below depicts the movement of B's relative share in 2.
Insert Figure 2.
By Proposition 3(iii), both the threshold values rise if either or falls. Hence, since 1 by Assumption 3(i), the more the communities are similar on average in their conflict cost, the more likely it is that greater bilateral integration will increase conflict in both countries. The lower the relative spill-over elasticity of territory 1 (where the community with overall cost advantage, B, dominates), the more likely that greater bilateral integration will increase conflict in both countries.
The single-peak property of inter-group (and aggregate) conflict, stated in Proposition 3 and depicted in Figure 1 , need not hold when w is sufficiently close to 0.
When the same community cost-dominates in both territories, an equi-proportionate increase in spill-overs benefits the dominant community, magnifying its share and pay-off in both territories.
Since tends to 0 as tends to 1, even an infinitesimally small advantage in external conflict cost translates into an arbitrarily large advantage in conflict success if the mean spill-over elasticity ∈ 0,1 is sufficiently close to 1. Thus, stronger spill-overs all around imply higher shares of the dominant community in this case. One may interpret this in the spirit of a 'knife-edge' result.
Suppose, initially, the two communities faced identical costs of engaging in conflict, so that they shared the prize equally in the two territories. Now suppose, due to some change in the economic environment, the relative conflict cost shifts marginally in favour of B in just one territory. Even such a localized and marginal change can have arbitrarily large global consequences for conflict outcomes:
it can increase the relative share of B in both territories to an arbitrarily large extent when crosslocation identification leads to spill-over effects that are sufficiently intense and pervasive.
Cost effect spill-over
How do changes in the fundamentals of a society such as population size, population composition, degree of private property rights protection and relative productivity within a territory affect conflict and distribution in the other territory? We now turn to this question.
Define, for all ∈ , and all ∈ 1,2 , ≡ , , ≡ , ≡ . Thus, , is the relative productivity of community A in territory j, and ∈ 0,1 is the population share of community A in territory j. Using (11)- (12), we have the relative conflict cost of A in territory j:
By (24), the relative conflict cost in a territory depends on its total population, population composition, relative productivity, and property rights protection. These variables affect the balance of power (relative success) in domestic group conflict (recall (20)), which spills over into group conflict in the other territory, by affecting relative conflict efficiency in the latter (Assumption 2 and (21)). What is the nature of such extra-territorial influences on conflict within a territory? We now proceed to answer this question. We focus on the case where A, the community with a conflict cost disadvantage on average (Assumption 3) is the minority community in both territories ( ∈ 0, ). (iv) For all ∈ 1,2 , rises as any ∈ increases; furthermore, the pay-off of community A in j rises, and that of community B in j declines, monotonically in all ∈ .
Given Assumptions 1-3, suppose A is the minority in both territories, and suppose property rights protection is the same across communities within a territory (though it may vary across territories).
Then, by Proposition 4(i), provided A does not have a cost advantage in either territory, a sharepreserving population increase in any territory increases both external and total conflict in the other territory. The same effect obtains if, in any territory, either the minority's population share increases (without reducing total population), or property rights protection weakens uniformly across the territory, or the majority community achieves an increase in its relative labour productivity. By Proposition 4(iii), if the minority has a conflict cost advantage in 2, then such changes in that territory (2) must always increase both aggregate and total conflict in 1. By Proposition 4(ii), given that the minority has a conflict cost advantage in 2, but a disadvantage on average, such changes in 1 will increase both aggregate and total conflict in 2 when 1's ability to influence conflict in 2 (i.e., ) is sufficiently high, so that the minority is the dominated (less successful) community in 2 (as well as in 1). The higher the value of average relative cost of conflict for the minority ( ), i.e. the farther apart the two communities are on average in terms of their conflict cost, the lower the threshold value : hence the larger the range of spill-over values from 1 to 2 over which this holds. Thus, when the majority community has a large cost advantage on average, changes in the parameters under focus have the same effect on conflict in the other territory, irrespective of the location of such changes.
In sum, therefore, population increase in a territory that does not reduce the minority's share, an enlargement of the minority that does not reduce total population, weaker property rights protection across communities, and an increase in the relative labour productivity of the majority community, all causally increase both inter-group and aggregate conflict in the other territory, when the minority community is the dominated one in both territories. However, when the minority community dominates in one territory, but is dominated in another, such changes in one territory may increase or decrease inter-group and aggregate conflict in the other territory, depending on which territory the changes occur in. These changes nonetheless always make the minority in the other territory better off, while making the majority therein worse off (Proposition 4(iv)).
The assumption that property rights protection is at least as strong within the minority as within the majority community ( ) actually suffices for the claim regarding the effects of a cross-community improvement in property rights protection within a territory. If , the claim continues to hold if A is the minority in both territories, and may hold even if A constitutes the majority in one, or both, territories. If , the claim regarding the effect of a share-preserving population increase continues to hold if A constitutes a sufficiently small minority in both territories.
Given identical property rights protection across communities, the claim regarding the effect of an increase in the minority's population share (with constant total population) may hold even if A constitutes the majority in one, or both, territories. The claim regarding the effect of an increase in relative productivity holds independently of any assumption, regarding property rights protection across communities or the population share of the cost disadvantaged community, A, whatsoever.
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Given our assumptions, within a territory, j, a growth rate of the minority population at least as high as that of the majority (with non-decreasing total population), weaker property rights protection across communities, and higher relative labour productivity of the majority community, all increase the relative conflict cost of the majority, B (Lemma 4 in Appendix 1). The minority, A, is consequently more successful in its conflict with the majority in the territory, j, where these changes occur. The impacts on conflict and group pay-offs within j are, however, ambiguous in general, since such changes affect conflict and pay-offs within j through multiple channels.
Discussion and concluding remarks
In this paper, we have developed a parsimonious model of simultaneous between-group ('ethnic') conflict over public goods with group-specific non-monetary benefits (state 'culture' or 'religion'), decentralized intra-group distributive conflict over private consumption ('income'), and production, with conflict spill-overs across politico-administrative territories such as countries or provinces of a country. Our theoretical analysis generates a number of empirically testable propositions regarding the nature of extra-territorial influences on intra-territorial (or domestic) conflict.
A large empirical literature has developed on the connection between greater market openness, globalization and domestic conflict. 13 The theoretical results in this paper complement, and offer new organizing principles for, such empirical research. It is typically difficult, if not impossible, to prevent partisan political aid, both financial and material, from being routed through standard aid, investment and business transaction channels, just as it is difficult to prevent activists from utilizing entry procedures intended for economic migrants and refugees. Greater economic integration also 14 The country whose influence on the integrating country expands may thus be able to 'export out' its own ethnic conflict, i.e., reduce such conflict within. Faster growth in a country, by increasing its ability to influence conflict within its neighbours, may likewise reduce domestic ethnic conflict, while increasing it within its neighbours. The links between sustained economic growth in 13 See, for example, Magee and Massoud (2011) and Barbieri and Reuveny (2005) Lastly, the direct effect of a community-neutral increase in labour productivity within a territory reduces both inter-group and aggregate conflict, but increases intra-group conflict and group output within both communities (recall Remark 2) in that territory. These domestic effects are all strengthened if the consequent economic growth indirectly expands that territory's ability to influence ethnic conflict in the other territory (recall Proposition 2).
Our conclusions need to be confronted with data, especially in a cross-country context. In recent years, contest-theoretic models have been subjected to experimental investigation (see Dechenaux et al., 2014 , for a survey). Our model may also be usefully subjected to experimental scrutiny. At a theoretical level, four extensions are of particular interest. First, one may examine the consequences of conflict spill-overs using contest success functions other than the Tullock formulation used in this paper. Second, one may use alternatives to our summative specification for each community's aggregate group conflict effort, such as the best shot or weakest link formulations, or, indeed, a general constant elasticity of substitution aggregation (e.g. Kolmar and Rommeswinkel, 2013) . Third, the effect of asymmetries within a group, in terms of subgroups of different sizes and different intra-subgroup sharing rules, may be explored. Fourth, there may plausibly be contexts where greater success (share) in inter-group conflict for a community, A, in territory 1 reduces its share in territory 2. Intuitively, this may happen because greater success for A in 1 polarizes territory 2 more sharply along identity divides: sections of the other community, B, in 2, develop greater antagonism towards A in 2, and perceive A as more of a threat, in response. Thus, identity leads to conflict, which in turn strengthens identity. Alternatively, this may happen because large numbers of B individuals in 1 shift effort to the group conflict in 2, physically migrating there, and/or large numbers of A individuals in 2 migrate to 1. The first mechanism involves the idea of an 'identity backlash' and a consequent feedback loop. 19 The second involves increasing returns to scale in group conflict, momentum and bandwagon effects, as well as the desire to benefit from a larger existing share of the group-specific public good. 20 It is intuitively easy to see that both these mechanisms, which may operate simultaneously, counteract the tendencies highlighted in our analysis, and, when stronger than the latter, are likely to generate equilibria that involve the effective resolution of ethnic conflict, through the creation of what are, in effect, mono-ethnic territories, with large-scale ethnic cleansing and exchange of population when the second mechanism operates, and cultural/religious assimilation of the weaker group to the stronger one otherwise. This is in contrast to our focus on a situation of persistent ethnic conflict in equilibrium, which presupposes a stable and non-trivial division of the population within a territory into competing ethnic identity groups. Both cases therefore require a theoretical apparatus very different from the one developed in this paper. In real world conflict contexts, persistent ethnic conflict may and often does tip over into ethnic cleansing and population exchange (as happened for example in central and eastern Europe in the first half of 20 The decisions of thousands of individuals from many countries to relocate to areas controlled by the ISIL constitute an illustration, when such decisions are permanent. However, such decisions are in line with our model when they are temporary, undertaken with the intention of acquiring military and political training, to be deployed on return in the country of origin. Callander (2007) has shown how bandwagon and momentum might develop in sequential voting, driven by a combination of beliefs and the desire of voters to vote for the winning candidate. Some of these effects may work in a substantively analogous manner in our very different context. the 20 th century, recall footnote 17), and thus analysis of these cases would complement the analysis in this paper. We look forward to extensions and developments along the above-discussed lines.
Appendix
Proof of Corollary 1. The claim regarding follows directly from (17). Using (18), and dropping the subscript j for notational simplicity,
Now, lim → 1, and is increasing in z. Hence, using (11), for any ∈ 0, ∞ , the RHS of (N1) is less than 1 1 1 0. Thus, 0. Again, using (19),
The RHS of (N2) is increasing in z. Suppose it is non-positive at 0. Then 1 , or, using (11), 1 , a contradiction, since 2. Hence 0. ∎ Proof of Proposition 2. Equations (22) and (23) 
We first establish the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Given Assumptions 1-3, the following must hold. 
Then, assuming , (N23) yields:
.
The numerator on the RHS of (N24) increases as increases. At , the numerator is ≡ 2 1 2 0, implying 0. At 1, the numerator is positive if is sufficiently close to 0. Part (iii) of Lemma 2 follows by continuity.
(iv) From (24), assuming , for some 0, .
The numerator on the RHS of (N25) tends to 1 as tends to ; 
